The Extreme Gaming Power Giant

. Both 80 PLUS Gold and 80 PLUS 230V EU
Gold certiﬁed

PEAK
POWER
. Powerful 1800W fully rated output,
peak power up to 1900W

W
W

. Six powerful +12V rails with
high maximum loads oﬀer
great compatibility with
heavy-duty graphics cards

. 1800W powerful output
within 180mm chassis
(1800W @230V; 1600W @115V)

3100
RPM

•135mm 2-ball bearing fan
with max. 3100 RPM

TURBO
SWITCH

. Patented Turbo switch design
to make the fan to spin at full speed

Patented Turbo switch design
The patented turbo cooling design will help cool
the critical components of the PSU by 10-15°C
through simply pressing the Turbo switch to
create the extra massive airﬂow.
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Default
(1700-2200 RPM)

Turbo cooling mode
(3100 RPM)

TDP 320W+

12cm

TDP 200W+

Remote control
Addressable dual-ring
RGB fans

Glamorous mirror-ﬁnished
RGB waterblock

RGB control box

. Glamorous mirror-ﬁnished RGB waterblock creates
boundless visual enjoyment
. Support latest addressable RGB header motherboards
. Modular wired RGB control creates incredible illumination
. RGB control box allows users to adjust preferred lighting eﬀects
on RGB waterblock and fans

RAM compatibility

HDT

Dual-ring design

. Stunning addressable RGB lighting eﬀects with dual-ring design
. User-friendly remote control for easy lighting adjustment
. Shockproof rubber pads minimize vibration during operation
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Stunning addressable RGB lighting eﬀects
User-friendly remote control for easy lighting adjustment
Slim structure for superb RAM compatibility
4 x φ6mm high performance heat pipes
Dual convex blades fan boosts downforce air pressure and
creates high-volume airﬂow
. HDT (Heat-pipe Direct Touch) improves thermal conductivity

